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Description:

God loves us and has a unique blueprint for our life–but it’s up to us to find it and live it out. Mingling contemporary stories and biblical anecdotes
with practical advice, Silvoso shows how God intervenes in human affairs today to transform people and nations. He also shares five critical
paradigms for transformation that are pivotal for change: Discipling Nations, Reclaiming the Marketplace, Looking at Work as Worship, Becoming
Salt and Light, and Eliminating Poverty. In these pages, readers will find extraordinary stories about the power of God working through those who
discovered their specific purpose. Then, they’ll be challenged to transform themselves and, by doing so, transform their families, schools,
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businesses and nations. Silvoso encourages readers to aim high, knowing that God has entrusted them with great things. “God sees you as a nation
transformer,” says Silvoso. He has faith in you!

Great Book! Ed Silvoso is without doubt a Guru on the subject of national transformation using Kingdom of God principles. I could not put the
book down. The transformation principles outlined in this book are simple and practical and can be adopted in a village in Africa as well as a large
city in the developed world. The end-time church, just like the first century Apostles has been given the mandate to transform nations and this book
is proof that God has released Apostles like Dr. Ed Silvoso in the marketplace to spearhead this movement.I especially appreciate the manner in
which Silvoso analyses the existing Babylonian system that has led to systemic poverty due to corruption, its inevitable demise and the rise and
expansion of the Kingdom of God in the nations using five simple paradigms. In addition Silvoso has given examples of nations that are applying
these principles and their success stories. I recommend this book to any Christian Leader who truly desires to be used by God to transform his
community and nation. Well Done Dr. Ed Silvoso!
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